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EQUIVARIANT HOLOMORPHIC MORSE

INEQUALITIES I� A HEAT KERNEL PROOF

VARGHESE MATHAI � SIYE WU

Abstract

Assume that the circle group acts holomorphically on a compact K�ahler
manifold with isolated �xed points and that the action can be lifted holo�
morphically to a holomorphic vector bundle� We use some techniques devel�
oped by Bismut and Lebeau to give a heat kernel proof of the equivariant
holomorphic Morse inequalities	 which	 �rst obtained by Witten using a
di
erent argument	 produce bounds on the multiplicities of weights occur�
ring in the twisted Dolbeault cohomologies in terms of the data of the �xed
points�

�� Introduction

Morse theory gives some topological information of manifolds by
means of the critical points of functions� Let h be a Morse function on
a compact manifold of real dimension n and suppose that h has isolated
critical points only� Let mk �� � k � n� be the k�th Morse number�
the number of critical points of Morse index k� The Hopf formula for
the gradient vector �eld says that the alternating sum of mk is equal to
that of the Betti numbers bk�

nX
k��

��	�kmk 

nX

k��
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Replacing ��	� by t� we get two polynomials �Morse and Poincar�e poly�
nomials� respectively� in t that are equal at t 
 �	� i�e��

nX
k��

mkt
k 


nX
k��

bkt
k � �	 � t�q�t��	��

for some polynomial q�t� 

Pn

k�� qkt
k� The �strong� Morse inequalities

assert that q�t� � � in the sense that qk � � for every � � k � n�
In a celebrated paper �	��� Witten showed that the Morse inequalities

can be derived by using a deformation

dh 
 e�hdeh�	���

of the exterior derivative of the de Rham complex ���� d�� Subsequently
Bismut �� gave a heat kernel proof of the Morse inequalities� Let d� and
d�h be the �formal� adjoints of d and dh �with a choice of Riemannian
metrics�� respectively� and let

� 
 fd� d�g and �h 
 fdh� d�hg�	���

be the corresponding Laplacians� �We adopt the standard notation of
operator �anti��commutators fA�Bg 
 AB � BA and �A�B� 
 AB �
BA�� By Hodge theory�

nX
k��

��	�k Trk exp��u��� 

nX

k��

��	�kbk�	���

for any u � �� this is in fact the starting point of the heat kernel proof
of the index theorem� Similarly� after replacing ��	� by t� we obtain

nX
k��

tk Trk exp��u��� 

nX

k��

bkt
k � �	 � t�qu�t���	���

It is a straightforward consequence of Hodge theory that the polynomial
qu�t� � �� �See for example �� Theorem 	���� A slightly di�erent
method is used to show the equivariant version in Lemma ��	 below��
Since ���� dh� de�nes the same cohomology groups as ���� d�� we can
replace the heat kernels in �	��� by those associated to the deformed
Laplacian �h� It turns out that

lim
T���

lim
u���

Trk exp��u��Th�u�� 
 mk �� � k � n���	���
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the �strong� Morse inequalities �	�� then follow� The heart of the proof
is that as u � � the heat kernel is localized near the critical points of
h� around which the operator consists of n copies of �supersymmetric�
harmonic oscillators whose heat kernels are given by Mehler�s formula�

Witten �	�� also introduced a holomorphic analog of �	��� Let M
be a compact K�ahler manifold of complex dimension n and let E be a
holomorphic vector bundle over M � Let Hk�M�O�E�� be the cohomol�
ogy groups with coe�cients in the sheaf of holomorphic sections of E�
calculated from the twisted Dolbeault complex ������M�E�� ��E�� Sup�
pose that the circle group S� acts holomorphically and e�ectively on
M preserving the K�ahler structure and that the action can be lifted
holomorphically to E� We denote the actions of e

p��� � S� on M and
E by g��� and �g���� respectively� Then e

p��� also acts on the space of
sections by sending a section s to �g����s�g������ The induced action on
�����M�E� commutes with the operator ��E � Thus we obtain representa�

tions �g��� of e
p��� � S� on Hk�M�O�E��� the multiplicities of weights

of S� in each cohomology group will be the subject of our investigation�
The S��action on �M��� is clearly symplectic� let V be the vector �eld
on M that generates the S��action� then LV � 
 �� If the �xed�point
set F of S� on M is non�empty� then the S��action is Hamiltonian ����
i�e�� there is a moment map h � M � R such that iV � 
 dh� We further
assume that F contains isolated points only� It is well known that all the
Morse indices are even and hence by the lacunary principle� h is a per�
fect Morse function� m�k�� 
 b�k���
 ��� and m�k 
 b�k �� � k � n��
However a re�ned statement is possible because of the complex struc�
ture� For each p � F � S� acts on TpM by the isotropic representation�
let �p�� � � � � �pn � Znf�g be the weights� We de�ne the polarizing index
np of the �xed point p � F as the number of weights �pk � �� the Morse
index of h at p is then �n � np�� �We need to explain our convention

in a simple �but non�compact� example M 
 C � � 

p��
� dz � d�z� with

an S��action of weight � � Znf�g� Since V 

p�	��z �

�z � �z �
��z �� we

have h 
 ��
��jzj�� Also� the weight of the S��action on the function zk

�a section of the trivial bundle� is �k� �k � Z� k � ��� this leads to a
sign convention di�erent from �	�� in the main result�� Furthermore� S�

acts on the �ber Ep over p � F � It is useful to recall a notation in �	���
If the group S� has a representation on a �nite dimensional complex
vector space W � let W ��� �� � R� be its character� For example� we
denote Ep��� 
 trEp�g��� and Hk��� 
 trHk�M�O�E���g���� The analog
of the Hopf formula �	�	� is the �xed�point formula of Atiyah and Bott
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�	�� which we write as an equality of alternating sums �	���

X
p�F

��	�npEp���
Y
�pk��

	

	� e�
p���pk�

Y
�pk��

e�
p��j�pkj�

	� e�
p��j�pkj�



nX

k��

��	�kHk����

�	���

It turns out that if ��	� is replaced by t� the analog of strong Morse
inequalities such as �	�� holds� We need

De�nition ���� Let q��� 

P

m�Zqme
p��m� � R��e

p����� be a
formal character of S�� Then we say q��� � � if qm � � for all m � Z�
Let Q��� t� 


Pn
k�� qk���t

k � R��e
p������t� be a polynomial of degree n

with coe�cients in R��e
p������ Then we say Q��� t� � � if qk��� � � for

all k�

For example� the characters Ep��� and Hk��� are elements of

R��e
p������ Another important type of elements in R��e

p����� is given
by the series

e
p����

	� c e
p����

def	


X
k��

cke
p���k����� �c � R� �� 	 �Z���	���

We emphasize here that in �	��� the left�hand side is a notation for the
formal series on the right�hand side� �	��� can now be regarded as an

equality in R��e
p������

Using a holomorphic version of supersymmetric quantum mechanics�
Witten �	�� derived the following�

Theorem ���� Suppose that M is a compact K�ahler manifold on
which S� acts holomorphically preserving the K�ahler form and with non�
empty and discrete �xed�point set� and suppose that the S��action can be
lifted holomorphically to a holomorphic vector bundle E over M � Then
we have the strong equivariant holomorphic Morse inequalities�

X
p�F

tnpEp���
Y
�pk��

	

	� e�
p���pk�

Y
�pk��

e�
p��j�pkj�

	� e�
p��j�pkj�



nX

k��

tkHk��� � �	 � t�Q���� t��

�	�	��
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X
p�F

tn�npEp���
Y
�
p
k��

e
p���pk�

	� e
p���pk�

Y
�
p
k��

	

	� e
p��j�pkj�



nX

k��

tkHk��� � �	 � t�Q���� t��

�	�		�

where Q���� t� � � in R��e
p������

As is standard in Morse theory� the strong inequalities �	�	�� and
�	�		� imply the corresponding weak inequalities� and the �xed�point
formula of Atiyah and Bott can be recovered by setting t 
 �	 in
either �	�	�� or �	�		�� Furthermore� we obtain �	�	�� from �	�		� after
reversing the S��action and replacing � by ��� The whole paper is
devoted to a heat kernel proof of �	�		��

The cohomology groupsHk�M�O�E�� as representation spaces of S�

depend only on the �S��invariant� holomorphic structure on E� We can
choose an S��invariant Hermitian form on E and let dE 
 �E���E be the
unique compatible holomorphic connection� To simplify the notation�
we drop the subscript E but keep in mind that

�� 
 ��� 
 � and d� 
 f�� ��g 
 � � � ��	�	�

where the curvature � is a �	� 	��form onM with values in End�E�� Let
d�� ��� ��� be the �formal� adjoints of d� �� ��� respectively and let

� 
 fd� d�g� � 
 f�� ��g� � 
 f��� ���g�	�	��

be the corresponding Laplacians� Following Witten �	��� we deform the
���operator and its Laplacian by

��h 
 e�h ��eh� ���h 
 eh ���e�h� �h 
 f��h� ���hg��	�	��

The analog of �	��� holds� where bk should be replaced by
dimHk�M�O�E��� � � k � n� Contrary to the treatment of ordi�
nary Morse theory in �	��� ��� the limit of Tr��k �M�E� exp��u��Th�u��
as u � � does not exist� To see this� we observe that �	�� �see also
formulas ��	�� and ��� below� up to a �bounded� ��th order op�
erator� u��Th�u� is equal to �

�u
��Th�u� �

p�	TLV � Here LV is� up
to a sign� the in�nitesimal action of the circle group S�� it is an �un�
bounded� �rst order di�erential operator� Simple arguments such as
�nite propagation speed show that as u� �� localization does not take
place for the smooth kernel of u��Th�u� � From the physics point of
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view� the operator u��Th�u� near a critical point of h is the Hamil�
tonian operator of a �supersymmetric� charged particle in a uniform
magnetic �eld� Therefore the wave functions� and hence the kernel� do
not localize to any preferred point in the strong �eld limit� However
since LV commutes with u��Th�u� � we can restrict the latter to the
eigenspaces of the former� on each of which LV is a constant� This
leads naturally equivariant Morse�type inequalities �	��� In the heat
kernel approach of this paper� we absorb the operator

p�	TLV into
�LV that appears in the S��equivariant kernel� The remaining operator
u��Th�u� �

p�	TLV � which is equal to �
�u

��Th�u� up to a ��th order
term� does have a localized heat kernel as u � �� Therefore the prob�
lem is reduced to calculating the S��equivariant heat kernel of harmonic
oscillators� which can be obtained from Mehler�s formula�

The inequalities due to Demailly ��� have also been referred to in
the literature as holomorphic Morse inequalities� The important dif�
ference with our case is that Demailly�s inequalities do not require a
group action and are asymptotic inequalities� as the tensor power of a
holomorphic line bundle gets large� whereas the inequalities which we
consider are for a �xed holomorphic vector bundle with a holomorphic
S��action� and are not merely asymptotic�

In Section � we study various deformations of the Laplacians on
K�ahler manifolds� In particular� the operator �h is calculated explicitly�
We also compare two other deformations �v and �p��v � which are
used in studying complex immersions ��� and holomorphic equivariant
cohomology groups �	�� Roughly speaking� the three operators �

��h�
�v and �p��v form a triplet of a certain SU�� group� In Section ��
we use the technique of ��� to show that as u � �� the smooth heat
kernel associated to the operator exp��u��Th�u� �

p�	TLV � �u � ��
T � �� is localized near the �xed�point set F � and when F is discrete� the
equivariant heat kernel can be approximated by using the operators with
coe�cients frozen at the �xed points� The result of the previous section
is used to relate by a unitary conjugation the operator �u��Th�u� �p�	TLV to �u��Tv�u� that appears in ��� �but restricted to a certain

subspace� plus a ��th order operator �p�	TrV �as u� �� whose action
does not depend on the degree of di�erential forms� This has enabled
us to follow the analysis of ��� closely� though a more direct approach
without using the conjugation also seems possible� In Section �� we
calculate the equivariant heat kernel of the linearized problem using
Mehler�s formula and then deduce the �strong� equivariant holomorphic
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Morse inequalities �	�		� by taking the limit T � ��� Unlike the
argument using small eigenvalues �	��� the ��th order operator rV plays
a crucial role in the heat kernel calculation�

In a separate paper �	��� equivariant holomorphic Morse inequali�
ties with torus and non�Abelian group actions are established and are
applied to toric and  ag manifolds� It is also shown that the K�ahler
assumption is necessary for the strong inequalities �	��� The situations
with non�isolated �xed points are left for further investigation�

�� Deformed Laplacians on K�ahler manifolds

Recall that E is a holomorphic Hermitian vector bundle over a com�
pact K�ahler manifold �M���� �The Hermitian structure is introduced
in the proof but not needed in the statement of Theorem 	��� Let
!� 
 � � � be the exterior multiplication of � on �����M�E� and
!� 
 !��� its adjoint� Then !� 


�
� �!��!�� preserves the bi�grading of

�����M�E�� In fact� the action of !� on �
p�q�M�E� is �

��p�q�n�� hence
�!��!�� 
 	!�� Set !� 
 �

��!� � !�� and !� 
 �
p��
� �!� � !���

Then !a �a 
 	� � �� satisfy the standard su �� commutation relations

�!a�!b� 

p�	
abc!c���	�

�See for example �	���� So there is a unitary representation of SU�� on

�����M�E�� let Sa��� 
 e
p��
�a be the corresponding group elements�

We now introduce a slightly more generalized setup�

De�nition ���� Let � � �����M�E� be a real�valued �	� 	��form�
Set !���� 
 � � � � !���� 
 !��� !���� 


�
��!���� � !������ !���� 


�
p��
� �!����� !����� and !���� 


�
� �!��!������
 ��

� �!��!�������

Remark ���� In computations� it is sometimes convenient to intro�
duce local complex coordinates fzk� k 
 	� � � � � ng on M � The K�ahler
form � 
 �k�ldz

k � d�z
�l is related to the metric g 
 gk�ldz

k 
 d�z
�l by

�k�l 

p�	gk�l 
 ���lk � Let ek� e�l be the multiplications by dzk� d�z�l� and

ik� i�l� the contractions by �
�zk

� �
��z�l

� respectively� Clearly they satisfy

the following anti�commutation relations� fek � ilg 
 kl � fe�k� i�lg 
 
�k
�l

and others 
 �� If a �	� 	��form � 
 �k�ldz
k � d�z

�l is real�valued� then

all the �k�l�s are purely imaginary� Setting ik 
 gk
�li�l and i

�l 
 gk
�lik�

we have !���� 
 �k�le
ke

�l� !���� 
 ��k�liki�l� !���� 

�
��k�l�e

ke
�l � iki

�l��

!���� 
 �
p��
� �k�l�e

ke
�l � iki

�l�� and !���� 
 �
p��
� �k�l��e

k� i
�l� � �e

�l� ik���
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Lemma ����

S����
��!����S���� 
 cos�!����� sin �!��������

S����
��!����S���� 
 cos�!���� � sin �!���������

S����
��!����S���� 
 !���������

Proof� A straightforward calculation using the above anti�commutation
relations shows that �!a�!b���� 


p�	
abc!c���� This means that
f!a���g is an SU�� triplet� Hence the result� q�e�d�

It is clear that the Hodge relations �see for example �	���

�!�� �� 

p�	���� �!�� ��� 
 �p�	������

�!�� �
�� 


p�	��� �!�� ��
�� 
 �p�	�����

still hold after coupling to the vector bundle E� Moreover� we have the
Bochner�Kodaira�Nakano identities

� 
 � ��� �� � 
 !��
p�	�������

which are consequences of ����� ���� and the graded Jacobi identities�
�Since E is a holomorphic Hermitian bundle�

p�	� is a �	� 	��form
valued in the subset of End�E� which consists of self�adjoint endomor�
phisms�� These results have been generalized to non�K�ahler situations in
���� When E is a  at bundle� we recover the usual relation � 
 � 
 �

���

Lemma ����

S����
��
�S���� 
�� �	� cos��!��

p�	��
� sin�!��

p�	�������

S����
��
�S���� 
�� �	� cos��!��

p�	��
� sin�!��

p�	�������

S����
��
�S���� 
����	��

Proof� From ���� and ���� we deduce that

S����
�� ��S���� 
 cos

�


�� � sin

�


���
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Therefore

S����
��
�S����


 fcos �

�� � sin

�


��� cos

�


��� � sin

�


�g��		�


 cos�
�


�� sin�

�


�� cos

�


sin

�


�f�� ��g� f��� ���g�


 � � �	� cos��!��
p�	��� sin�!��

p�	���
The second formula follows in the same fashion from S����

�� ��S���� 

cos 


�
�� � p�	 sin 


��
�� The last one holds because � preserves the bi�

grading� q�e�d�

We now equip M with a holomorphic S��action which preserves the
K�ahler structure� hence both the complex structure J and the Rieman�
nian metric g� The holomorphic condition LV J 
 � and the Killing
equation LV g 
 � read� in components�

Vk�l 
 V�k��l 
 � and Vk��l � V�l�k 
 ����	�

respectively� As explained in Section 	� we assume that the S� �xed�
point set F is non�empty� In this case� there is a moment map h � M �
R satisfying iV � 
 dh� or h�k 
 �p�	Vk and h��k 


p�	V�k� The
equations in ��	� are equivalent to

h�k�l 
 h��k��l 
 � and h�k��l 
 h��l�k���	��

�The second part is of course the symmetry of the Hessian�� Also notice
the real�valued �	� 	��form

dJdh 
 diV g 
 �p�	h�k��ldzk � d�z
�l���	��

We further assume that the S��action can be lifted holomorphically
to the bundle E� We can choose an S��invariant Hermitian form on E�
Then the connection d 
 dE is also S��invariant� The group element
e
p��� � S� acts on a section s by s �� �g��� � s � g������ Let LV be the
Lie derivative of E�valued forms along V � �The �bers of E over di�erent
points on the integral curve of V are related by the lifted S��action��
Then �LV is the in�nitesimal generator of the S��action on �����M�E��
Let LV 
 fiV � dg� where d 
 dE � Then the operator

rV 
 LV � LV��	��

is an element of "�M�End�E��� Over the �ber of a �xed point p � F �
rV �p� is simply the representation of Lie�S�� on Ep� this is independent
of the choice of the connection on E�
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Remark ���� Recall that �h is the Laplacian of Witten�s deformed
Dolbeault operator ��h�

	� �h commutes with the S��action� Since the connection� the com�
plex structure� and the moment map h are all S��invariant� we get
�LV � d� 
 �� �LV � ��� 
 � and �LV � ��h� 
 �� Taking the adjoint gives
�LV � ��

�
h� 
 � and �LV ��h� 
 ��

� �h also commutes with a U�	� subgroup of SU��� Since �h

preserves the bi�grading� �!���h� 
 �� hence S����
��
�hS���� 
 �h�

Proposition ����

�h 
 � � �
� jdhj� � !��dJdh��

p�	rV �
p�	LV ���	��

Proof� Let Dk� D�l be the covariant derivative along
�
�zk

� �
��z�l

� respec�

tively� Then �� 
 e
�lD�l�

��� 
 �ikDk and ��h 
 �� � e
�lh��l�

���h 
 ��� � ikh�k �
So

�h 
f��� ���g� fe�l� ikgh��lh�k � f��� ikh�kg� f���� e�lh��lg

� � gk

�lh�kh��l � �h�k��l e
�lik � h�kD

k�� �h��l�ki
ke

�l � h��lD
�l�


� � �
� jdhj�� !��dJdh� � h�k��l�e

�lik � eki
�l���	��

� p�	�VkDk � V�lD
�l�


� � �
� jdhj�� !��dJdh��

p�	f� � ��� Vki
k � V�li

�lg�

The last anti�commutator is LV 
 rV � LV � q�e�d�

We also de�ne two di�erent deformations� Let v 
 V ��� be the
holomorphic component of V � Set

��v 
 �� � iv� �v 
 f��v� ���vg��	��

and

��p��v 
 � �
p�	iv� �p��v 
 f��p��v� ���p��vg���	��

Then straightforward calculations similar to what leads to ��	�� yield

�v 
 � � �
� jdhj� �!��dJdh�����

and

�p��v 
 � � �
� jdhj� �!��dJdh����	�
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It is also interesting to compare the deformation �h in �	�� of the usual
Laplacian �coupled to the bundle E�� Using ��	�� again� we get

�
��h 


�
��� �

� jdhj� � !��dJdh�����

When the bundle E is  at� the only di�erence of �v� �p��v and
�
��h are in the terms !a�dJdh� �a 
 	� � ��� and the �

� rotations in
SU�� interchanges the three operators �v � �p��v and

�
��h�

Finally we come to the relation of �h and �v �

Proposition ��	�

S����
� �
��
�hS����

� �


 �v � !��
p�	��� !��

p�	��� p�	rV �
p�	LV �

����

Proof� By means of ��	��� ���� and ����� we obtain

S����
��
�hS���� 
�� �	� cos��!��

p�	��
� sin �!��

p�	�� � �
� jdhj�����

� cos�!��dJdh�� sin�!��dJdh�

�p�	rV �
p�	LV �

Set � 
 ��
� � q�e�d�

�� Localization to the �xed
point set

De�nition ���� For u � �� T � �� let Pu�T �x� x
��� x� x� �M � be the

smooth kernel associated to the operator exp��u��Th�u �
p�	uTLV �

calculated with respect to the Riemannian volume element dvM of M �

So for x �M � Pu�T �x� x� � End������M�E��jx� Moreover�

e��LV Pu�T �g�����x� x� � End������M�E��jx�

Proposition ���� Take � � �� T � �� There exist c � �� C � �
such that for all x �M with d�x� F � � �� e

p��� � S�� and all u � ��� 	��
we have

jPu�T�u�g�����x� x�j � c e�C�u
�
����	�
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Proof� We use the techniques �and the notation� of ���� Consider
i � F �M as an embedding of compact complex manifolds� Let 	 
 i�E
and �k 
 !kT ������M 
E �k 
 �� � � � � n�� Then

��� iv� � �� �n � �n�� � � � � � ������

is a holomorphic chain complex of vector bundles on M � Since F is dis�
crete� ����� together with the restriction map ��jF � 	� is a resolution
of the sheaf i�OF �	�� The elliptic operator considered in ��� is

u��Tv�u 
 �uDM � T #V �� 
 u��DM�� � uTfDM � #V g� T � #V ������

acting on �����M�#
�����M�E� 
 �����M�E�� where DM 
 ��v � ���v �
#V 
 iv � i�v� It is particularly important that the operator fDM � #V g
is of order zero� hence uTfDM � #V g is uniformly bounded for u � ��� 	��
T � ��� 	�u�� We now extend the domain of our operator �h from
�the L��completion of� �����M�E� to �that of� �����M�E�� Since the
operator preserves the bi�grading of �����M�E�� it su�ces to prove ���	�
for the heat kernel with the extended domain� Using Proposition ���
we obtain

S����
� �
���u��Th�u �

p�	uTLV �S����
� � 
 u��Tv�u � ru�T ������

Here ru�T 
 u!��
p�	�� � u!��

p�	�� � uT
p�	rV is also uniformly

bounded for u � ��� 	�� T � ��� 	�u�� The operator on the right�hand side
of ����� has the same heat kernel Pu�T up to a conjugation by S����

� ��
Therefore the proof of ��� Proposition 		�	�� implies that there exist
a su�ciently small b � � �determined by the injectivity radius of M��
and c� � �� C� � � such that for all x� � M � u � ��� 	�� T � ��� 	�u��
x � B�x�� b��� we have

j�Pu�T � Px�
u�T ��x� x�j � c�e

�C��u� ������

Here P x�
u�T is the smooth heat kernel of the same operator with Dirichlet

conditions on �BM �x�� b�� Hence

j�Pu�T�u � Px
u�T�u��x� x�j � c�e

�C��u������

for all x � M and all � � T � 	� The condition T � 	 can be lifted
by a scaling argument� So for any T � �� there exist c�� C� � � such
that ����� holds� Since #V is invertible on MnF � by the proof of ���
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Proposition 	�	�� for any � � �� T � � there exist c�� C�� C
�
� � � such

that

jP x
u�T�u�x� x�j �

c�
u�n

e�C�T
��u��C�

�T�����

for any x � M with d�x� F � � �� ����� and ����� imply that for some
c� C � ��

jPu�T�u�x� x�j � c e�C�u
�
������

Formula ���	� follows from ��� equation �	�����

jPu�T�u�g�����x� x�j � jPu�T�u�g�����x� g�����x�j
�
� jPu�T�u�x� x�j

�
������

and from the S��invariance of jPu�T�u�x� x�j� q�e�d�

Proposition �� can also be proved using the method of �	��� The
proof here is similar to that of ��� Theorem ��		� except that� without
the Z� symmetry there� we do not get a vanishing result in Proposition
��� below�

De�nition ���� LetRp��� be the isotropy representation of e
p��� �

S� on TpM and let Z 
 �z�� � � � � zn� be the linear complex coordinates
on TpM such that the action of Rp��� is

Rp����z
�� � � � � zn� 
 �e

p���p��z�� � � � � e
p���pn�zn�����	��

For T � �� set

B��p
T � 


	


�p �

	


T �

nX
k��

j�pkj�jzkj� � T

nX
k��

p�	�pk�eke
�k � iki�k����		�

and

C��p
T � 


	


�p �

	


T �

nX
k��

j�pkj�jzkj� �
	


T

nX
k��

�pk��e
k� ik� � �e

�k� i�k������	�

where �p is the �positive�  at Laplacian on TpM �

It is easy to see that the SU�� group elements Sa��� �a 
 	� � ��
act on �����TpM� and that

S����
� �
��C��p

T � S����
� � 
 B��p

T � ����	��

This can be used to recover ��� Theorem 	��� from �	��� Moreover� if Qp
T �

is the heat kernel associated to exp��C��p
T � �� then S����

� �
��Qp

T �S����
� �

is that of exp��B��p
T � ��
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Proposition ���� For T � �� � � R�

lim
u��

Tr��k�M�E� exp��u��Th�u� � �� �
p�	T �LV �



X
p�F

Ep�� �
p�	T � Tr��k�TpM��Rp��� exp��C��pT � ���

���	��

Moreover� the limit is uniform in ��

Proof� We recall the notation of ��� x		�	�� Fix a small 
 � �� For
p � F � the ball BTpM��� 
� � TpM is identi�ed with the ball BM ��� 
� �
M by the exponential map� Let k��Z� 
 det�dZ exp�� Z � TpM � be
the Jacobian� Then dvTpM�Z� 
 k��Z�dvM�Z� and k��� 
 	� We also
identify TZM � EZ with TpM � Ep� respectively� by the parallel transports
along the geodesic connecting p and Z� The operators DM and #V now
act on smooth sections of !��TpM� 
 Ep over BTpM ��� 
�� The setup
here is simpler than that in ���� ��� because F is discrete and we choose
the resolution ����� �Using the notation in ��� x��f�� here �� 
 � and
�� 
 ��� Following ��� x		�h�i and x	�d�e�� we de�ne

L��p
u�T 
 u��	� ���Z��

�p


� ���Z��u��Tv�u � ru�T �����	��

where ��Z� 
 ��jZj� is a smooth function such that ��Z� 
 	 if jZj � �
�

and ��Z� 
 � if jZj � �
� � and

L��p
u�T 
 F��u L��p

u�TFu����	��

where Fu is a rescaling� Fuh�Z� 
 h�Z�u�� Let P ��p
u�T �Z� Z

��� P ��p
u�T �Z� Z

��
be the smooth heat kernel associated to the operators exp��L��p

u�T ��

exp��L��p
u�T �� respectively� calculated in the volume element dvTpM � Clear�

ly

u�nP ��p
u�T �uZ� uZ

�� 
 P ��p
u�T �Z� Z

������	��

The only term in L��p
u�T that did not appear in ��� equation �		�����

is ����uZ�ru�T �uZ�� It is easy to see that for u � ��� 	�� T � �	� 	�u��
the operator 	ujZj����ru�T �uZ� is uniformly bounded with respect to the
norm j�ju�T���� in ��� De�nition 		���� This� together with ��� Proposition
		���� is enough to establish the results in ��� Theorem 		��� �in the
special case of Z� 
 �� for L��p

u�T � We can then proceed as the proof of
��� Theorem 		��	� and obtain the analog of ��� Theorem 	�	�� on the
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uniform estimates of P
��p
u�T�u� In particular� for any m � N� there exists

c � � such that if u � ��� 	�� then

jP ��p
u�T�u

�Z� Z�j � c

�	 � jZj�m���	��

for jZj � �
�u � Using ���	�� and the analog of ������ we get

u�njP ��p
u�T�u

�uR��p ���Z� uZ�j � c

�	 � jZj�m ����	��

Next� from ���	�� and ���	�� it follows that

L��p
u�T�u


�
�u

��	� ���uZ���p � ���uZ��DM��

� ���uZ��TfDM � #V g� u��T � #V ��uZ�� ru�T�u�uZ���
�����

It is easy to see that as u � �� ru�T�u�uZ� �
p�	TrV �p�� the rest

of the terms in ����� tends to B��p
T � by ��� Propositions 	�	�� 	�	��

Hence

L��p
u�T�u

� B��p
T � �

p�	TrV �p�� as u� �����	�

Proceed as the proof of ��� Theorem 	�	�� �with the simpli�cation
Lu�� 
 L��p

u�T�u
and Lu��� Lu��� Lu�� 
 �� and as ��� x	�i�� we conclude

that

S����
� �
��P ��p

u�T�u
S����

� �

� S����
� �
��Qp

T �S����
� �
 e

p��TrV �p�� as u� �����

in the sense of distributions on TpM  TpM � By the uniform estimates

on P ��p
u�T�u

�

e��LV P ��p
u�T�u

�R�����Z� Z�

� Rp���Q
p
T ��R

��
p ���Z� Z�
 e���

p��T �rV �p�� as u� ������

uniformly in � and in Z belonging to any compact set in TpM � Using
���	�� and taking the �local� trace over anti�holomorphic forms only� we
get

lim
u��

u�n tr
��kp �Ep �e

��LV P ��p
u�T�u

�uR�����Z� uZ��


 Ep�� �
p�	T � tr

��kp
�Rp���Q

p
T ��R

��
p ���Z� Z���

�����
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The arguments leading to ����� imply �see ��� x	�d� and ��� x	�d�� that
there are c�� C� � � such that for all u � ��� 	� and Z � TpM with
jZj � �

� � we have

jPu�T�u��p� R��p ���Z�� �p� Z��k��Z�� P ��p
u�T�u�R

��
p ���Z� Z�j

� c�e
�C��u� �

�����

Therefore in ����� and ���	��� P ��p
u�T�u

�uR��p ���Z� uZ� can be replaced by

Pu�T�u��p� uR
��
p ���Z�� �p� uZ��k��uZ� for jZj � �

�u � Thus the dominated
convergence theorem �as in ��� Remark 	���� but adapted to take into
account uniform convergence� yields

lim
u��

Z
BM�F�����

tr
��kx �Ex �e

��LV Pu�T�u�g�����x� x��dvM�x�



X
p�F

Ep�� �
p�	T �

�
Z
TpM

tr��kp �Rp���Q
p
T ��R

��
p ���Z� Z��dvTpM �Z�

�����

uniformly in �� By Proposition ��� we can replace the domain of the
integration on the left�hand side by M and thus the proposition follows�

q�e�d�

De�nition ���� Let q�u� �� 

P

m�Zqm�u�e
p��m� be a family

of formal characters of S� parameterized by u � R and let q��� 
P
m�Zqme

p��m� � R��e
p������ We say that limu�u� q�u� �� 
 q��� in

R��e
p����� if for all m �Z� limu�u� qm�u� 
 qm�

Corollary ���� For T � �� the limit ����	
 holds in R��e
p������

Proof� By Proposition ���� we know that as u� ��

Tr��k�M�E� exp��u��Th�u� � �� �
p�	T �LV �

�
X
p�F

Ep�� �
p�	T � Tr��k�TpM��Rp��� exp��C��pT � ��� ������

uniformly in �� and hence in L��S�� as well� This implies that all the
Fourier coe�cients of the left�hand side tend to �� The result follows�

q�e�d�
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�� Proof of the theorem

As explained in the introduction� the heat kernel proof of the equiv�
ariant Morse�type inequalities is based on the following�

Lemma ���� For u � �� T � �� we have

nX
k��

tk Tr��k�M�E� exp��u��Th�u� � �LV �



nX

k��

tkHk��� � �	 � t�Qu�T ��� t�

���	�

in R��e
p������t� for some Qu�T ��� t� � ��

Proof� Recall that �Th�u� 
 f��Th�u� � ���Th�u�g� Since ��Th�u� and ��

di�er by an S��invariant conjugation� their cohomologies are isomorphic
as representations of S�� Using the �S��equivariant� Hodge decomposi�
tion� we get

Tr��k�M�E� exp��u��Th�u� � �LV �


 Hk��� � Tr���
Th�u�

��k���M�E� exp��u� ���Th�u� ��Th�u� � �LV �

����

� Tr��Th�u���k���M�E� exp��u� ��Th�u� ���Th�u� � �LV �

as formal characters of S�� Notice that the spectrum of the operator
���
Th�u�

��Th�u� on �the closure of� ���
Th�u�

���k���M�E� is identical to that

of ��Th�u� ��
�
Th�u� on �the closure of� ��Th�u��

��k���M�E�� Since the S��
action commutes with all the operators� we obtain

Tr���
Th�u�

��k���M�E� exp��u� ���Th�u� ��Th�u� � �LV �


 Tr��Th�u���k�M�E� exp��u� ��Th�u� ���Th�u� � �LV � � �
�����

in R��e
p������ We denote either of the expressions in ����� by Qk

u�T ����
Summing over k 
 �� � � � � n in ���� gives ���	� with

Qu�T ��� t� 

nX

k��

Qk
u�T ���t

k � ��

q�e�d�
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We now take the limit u � �� To use Proposition ��� or Corollary
���� we need the following result on the equivariant heat kernel of the
anti�holomorphic sector of the �supersymmetric� harmonic oscillator�

Lemma ���� For T � ��

Tr��k�TpM��Rp��� exp��C��pT � ��



X

I	f��


 �ng�jI j�k

e�T
Pn

k�� j�pkj�T
P

k ��I �
p
k�
p���Pk�I �

p
kQn

k����	� e��T�
p����j�pkj��	� e��T�

p����j�pkj��
�

�����

Proof� The operator C��p
T � acting on �

����TpM� splits S��equivariantly
to n copies of

C�T � 
 �
��� �

�T
�j�j�jzj� � �

�T���	 � �d�z�� i����z��� � �Znf�g�����

acting on �����C �� Here S� acts on C by R��� 
 e
p���� and hence

on �����C � as well� ����� is the sum of the Hamiltonian for the two
dimensional harmonic oscillator

H�
T � 
 �

��� �
�T

�j�j�jzj������

and a bounded operator of order zero� The smooth heat kernel associ�
ated to the operator exp��H�

T �� acting on ���C � is given by Mehler�s
formula

KT ��z� z��



T j�j

� sinhT j�j exp
�
�T j�j

� jzj� � jz�j�
 tanhT j�j �

Re��zz��
sinh T j�j

��
�

�����

Therefore

Tr��C� �R��� exp��H�
T ���




Z
C

d�z KT ��e�
p����z� z������



e�T j�j

�	� e��T�
p����j�j��	� e��T�

p����j�j�
�

The bounded ��th order operator in ����� takes values T� and �� respec�
tively� on �� and 	�forms� Furthermore� the S��action R��� picks up a
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phase e
p���� on d�z� Therefore

Tr��k�C� �R��� exp��C�T ���




��
�

e�T j�j�T�
���e��T�p����j�j����e��T�p����j�j�

� if k 
 ��

e�T j�j�
p����

���e��T�p����j�j����e��T�p����j�j�
� if k 
 	�

�����

Returning to the problem on TpM � for I 
 fi�� � � � � ikg � f	� � � � � ng�
set d�zI 
 d�zi� � � � � � d�zik � Then we have

Tr��TpM�d�zI �Rp��� exp��C��pT � ��



e�T

Pn
k�� j�pkj�T

P
k ��I �

p
k�
p���Pk�I �

p
kQn

k����	� e��T�
p����j�pk j��	� e��T�

p����j�pkj��
�

���	��

The trace on ���k�TpM� is the sum of ���	�� over I with jI j 
 k� q�e�d�

Since T � �� the standard expansion of the right�hand side of �����
yields a convergent series� By the spectral theorem and the unique�
ness of Fourier series� ����� can be interpreted as an equality of formal
characters of S� according to the expansion in �	����

Proof of formula �����
� In ���	� we replace � formally by ��
p�	T

and still regard it as an equality of formal series in e
p���� Since as u� �

the limit of the left�hand side exists in R��e
p����� �Corollary ���� and

Hk��� is independent of u� we conclude that limu��Qu�T ���
p�	T� t� 


QT �� �
p�	T� t� also exists and that QT ��� t� � �� Therefore

X
p�F

Ep�� �
p�	T � Tr��k�TpM��Rp��� exp��C�T ���



nX

k��

tkHk�� �
p�	T � � �	 � t�QT �� �

p�	T� t��
���		�

Using Lemma �� and changing � �
p�	T back to �� we get

X
p�F�I	f��


 �ng

tjI jEp���
e�T

Pn
k�� j�pk j�T

P
k ��I �

p
k��T�

p����Pk�I �
p
kQn

k����	� e
p��j�pkj���	� e�j�

p
kj��T�

p������



nX

k��

tkHk��� � �	 � t�QT ��� t��

���	�
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Finally� as T � ��� the limit of each summand on the left�hand side
is � except when the pair �p� I� satis�es I 
 fk j�pk � �g� in which case
the limit is

tn�npEp���e
p��P

�
p
k
��

j�pkj�
Qn

k���	� e
p��j�pkj��

�

Consequently� limT���QT ��� t� 
 Q���� t� exists as well� and
Q���� t� � �� Hence formula �	�		� is proved� q�e�d�

Remark ���� As pointed out by the referee� the left�hand side of
���	� is analytic in � � C since the operator �u��Th�u� � �LV is a
suitable perturbation of the Laplacian �		� Ch� �� Theorem ���� Propo�
sitions �� and ��� show that when Im � 
 T � the heat kernel of the
above operator localizes to the �xed�point set F as u � � and the
limit is uniform in Re �� It seems that these results remain valid when
� � Im � � T �
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